• Revolution of the Earth to consider position and velocity of the geocenter with respect to the Solar System barycenter
• Rotation of the Earth • Precession, nutation and polar motion of the Earth, along with the above to calculate the position and velocity of the observatory with respect to the geocenter
• Gravitational time dilation due to objects of the Solar System • Leap second offset • Proper motion and systemic radial velocity of the star • Parallax • Shapiro delay In Figure 1 which is analogous to Table 2 from Wright and Eastman (2014) , we compare the results of BCPy to TEMPO2 (Hobbs et al. (2006) ) and barycorr.pro using the same input parameters for τ Ceti observed from the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). Further, we also include a comparison for the various JPL ephemerides which we make available as options in this code. The data behind the figure is available on our GitHub repository.
On our GitHub repository wiki we discuss the precision in the input parameters required to obtain 1 cm/s precision in the barycentric correction velocity. An important parameter is the time of observation, which is usually in JD UTC format. However, when querying the ephemerides to find the position of the Solar system bodies we need to convert the UTC time scale to TDB (Barycentric Dynamic Time) which requires precise accounting of leap seconds. 
LEAP SECOND MANAGEMENT IN PYTHON
In this work, we improve upon the Leap second management in Astropy. Since the Essential Routines for Fundamental Astronomy (ERFA) library that Astropy uses for this purpose has deliberately been kept similar to the Standards of Fundamental Astronomy (SOFA) standard, leap seconds are hard-coded into the Astropy source code. Therefore to include a new leap second the user must manually check for a new leap second and, if required, re-install and recompile Astropy!
To make this process automated we have written a new leap second management routine-barycorrypy.utc tdb(), which we expose to users of the barycorrpy package. This routine maintains its own leap second file in a user-defined directory, as well as a log-file which contains the date that leap second file was downloaded.
Every time the routine is run, it uses the log-file to check the staleness of the leap second file, and alerts the user with a warning if the leap second file needs to be updated. Further if it should be updated and it cannot be (for instance, if there is no Internet access), the user may choose to ignore (or silence) the warning (though this would be advised against for applications that require 1 cm/s precision). In the absence of the ability to generate a new leap second file the routine defaults to the Astropy routine (albeit at the risk of missing leap second which would lead to loss of precision).
We finally note that barycorrpy can be used as a standalone tool to calculate and include leap seconds, for instance when converting the UTC time scale to TDB, TT (Terrestrial Time) or Barycentric Julian Date TDB 4 - Eastman, Siverd, and Gaudi (2010) .
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